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After Hu Quan replied, he only felt a pain in his shoulder. 

Immediately afterwards, he felt his whole body suddenly take off. 

With a flash of light in front of his eyes, he was already outside. 

Faced with this sudden change, Hu Quan could not help but ask curiously. 

“Sect Master Ma, why are you doing this?” 

Ma Bangde, who was already a violent temper, plus that acute nature, said straight away. 

“Mr. Lin has explained that we should follow you to exercise, and if we can persevere, there will be a 

surprise!” 

“Now you’ll take us to hurry up and drill up!” 

“This ……” Hu Quan had just hesitated for a second when the loud voice of Ma Bangde rang in his ears. 

“What, is this a reluctance on your part?” 

Hu Quan hurriedly shook his head, “No, no, no, I don’t mean that.” 

“It’s just that this exercise I’m doing is all boring and extremely physically demanding work!” 

“I’m worried that a few of you might not be able to handle it!” 

If he had been allowed to dull the tomb a few people would have been fine. 

But when faced with these few power lords, Hu Quan could not help but show his fear. 

He had to know that his current position as the leader of the Cang Ying Gang was still supported up by a 

few people. 

To be more practical, he was still only a puppet leader. 

And his original well-intentioned reminder was misunderstood by Ma Bangde as a sign that he was being 

belittled. 

“If you can do it, how can I, Old Ma, not!” 

“Hurry up!” 

Just after his stammering urging, he suddenly felt someone kick him. 

Losing his weight, he threw himself straight into a dogfight. 

“D*mn it, who ……” 

Before the sound of his angry curses could be uttered, he turned his head and saw the person coming. 



The arrogance that was still there vanished without a trace in an instant. 

“Hey, who’s kick can be so powerful and steady, so it’s Mr. Lin!” 

The flattering look was on display. 

Lin Mo didn’t bother to pay him any mind, and turned his head towards Hu Quan. 

“Remember this face, how he bullies you now, you will bully him back twice as much in the future.” 

“Got it?” 

Hu Quan froze, inexplicably thinking of nodding. 

Only to instantly wince at the sight of Ma Bond’s fierce expression. 

For a moment, he didn’t know how to answer. 

Lin Mo was a bit surprised to see this, he did not expect this Ma Bond image to be so intimidating. 

What Lin Mo did not know was that it was not just this Hu Quan. 

In the entire Third District, apart from a few power lords, there was not a single one who was not afraid 

of this Ma Bangde. 

“Yoo-hoo, Old Ma looks like you have a high prestige.” Lin Mo said with a raised eyebrow. 

The hindsighted Ma Bang thought that Lin Mo was complimenting him, and without any eyesight, he 

straightened his back, with a strong look of smugness in his expression. 

“That goes without saying, when my old Ma’s tiger body shakes, who dares to disobey?” 

When Director Qiu saw his appearance, he couldn’t help but hold his forehead with one hand. 

This guy was basically hopeless. 

At this point in time, he still dared to be so foolish. 

“Ahem!” 

Out of the goodness of his heart, Director Qiu still coughed lightly a few times, hoping to use this as a 

reminder. 

But what he did was ultimately just futile. 

Not only did Ma Bangde not feel the slightest sense of awareness when he heard the cough, but he even 

mocked Director Qiu. 

“I say, old Qiu ah, you don’t have any problem with my words, do you?” 

“If you want to die or not, let’s both practise?” 

Director Qiu was outright speechless. 

It’s hard to persuade a D*mn ghost with good words! 



Leave this one to his own devices! 

Ma Bangde saw Director Qiu turn his head and thought the other side had goaded him. 

The smug look on his face could not help but thicken a few points. 

“Lin present, do you see, just this old Qiu has to DC in front of me!” 

What a guy! 

Several other power lords around them immediately retreated backwards in disarray. 

Afraid that this this one would ripple through. 

This emotional quotient can basically already be considered for cremation. 

Lin Mo plus his smug look, the corners of his mouth slightly hooked, thumbs up. 

“Amazing!” 
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It’s night! 

By the light of the bright moon. 

A group of power lords, led by Hu Quan, frantically traveled through the night. 

Only this time, Ma Bangde, who had been in the lead every time, fell far behind at the end of the group. 

“Old Ma, are you still fooling around now?” 

Director Qiu scoffed as he shifted his gaze to the hundred-odd pound iron block behind Ma Bangde. 

“What the hell do you know, Mr. Lin has said that talents like me need to be cultivated with focus.” 

Ma Bangde retorted with an unwashed face. 

“Do you see that you have this treatment? I have this extra training that Mr. Lin prepared especially for 

me.” 

When Director Qiu heard this, his eyes instantly showed the same light. 

“Old Ma, may I personally suggest that you go to the hospital for a check-up sometime?” 

“Why?” 

“I suspect you’ve been practicing for so long that you may have lost your brain.” 

Ma Bangde instantly looked furious, “You’re the one who’s brainless, I told you that Mr. Lin gave me 

special care in this case!” 

“I know, you’re just properly envious.” 



Director Qiu was speechless and faced a contemptuous smile. 

“Some people ah die, their bodies are rotten through, but their mouths are still f*cking hard!” 

Having said that, he quickened his pace and directly pulled away from both sides. 

Behind him. 

Ma Bangde looked at Director Qiu’s back, and a bitter smile instantly appeared at the corner of his 

mouth. 

Even if he was stupid, he only knew that he was being punished by Lin Mo. 

It was just that he kept his mouth shut for the sake of saving face. 

“This broken mouth of mine!” 

Ma Bangde couldn’t help but want to slap himself in the mouth when he thought of his eyeless 

foolishness in Lin Mo earlier. 

Since it was to the point where he raised his hand halfway, he stopped again. 

No, if people saw his embarra*sment, what face would he have in the third district? 

Thinking of this, Ma Bond gritted his big teeth and once again caught up with the troops. 

…… 

In the distance. 

The ghostly old man looked at the group of running figures and thought to himself. 

He had heard about the crowd going to Lin Mo’s house to absorb the Qi of the medicinal spirits. 

And naturally, he had also heard about the efficacy of those four sects of body refining techniques. 

At the thought that the body refining techniques, which had previously been disliked by himself, had 

suddenly come into play. 

The ghostly old man had this indefinable feeling in his heart. 

It was also at this moment that Lin Mo, who was cultivating at the side, suddenly opened his eyes. 

As he looked at the unblinking look on Ghost Sou’s face, he joked. 

“What’s the matter, old ghost, you also want to go down and join in the fun?” 

The ghostly old man let out a bitter laugh, “Mr Lin, you think too highly of me!” 

“This old man’s bones will completely fall apart if I toss and turn any more.” 

From the bottom of his heart, he was actually thinking of trying something. 

But he was equally clear about his situation. 

Nearing 100 years of age, his qi and blood had already begun to decline wildly. 



Even if he had the will, he was powerless. 

Thinking of this, a touch of envy surfaced in his gaze as he looked at Lin Mo, unable to help but sigh with 

emotion. 

“This era belongs to you young people after all.” 

Lin Mo got up and patted the dust on his body. 

“What’s wrong with you, old man?” 

“Why are you suddenly sentimental.” 

“With the strength of a Patriarch at your side, you still have nearly a hundred years to enjoy.” 

“Why are you suddenly starting to have a daughterly stance!” 

Disliked by him so much, the ghostly old man blushed and turned his head away straight away. 

This man was good at everything, but his f*cking mouth was just too damaging. 

However, he couldn’t say anything, and he couldn’t fight. 

The ghostly old man could only sulk in secret. 

“Come on, just kidding!” 

Lin Mo raised his hand and slapped Ghost Sou’s shoulder. 

“At your average age, why are you still so petty!” 

“You ……” 

When the ghostly old man heard this, he was even more angry, except that just when he was about to 

speak 

Lin Mo’s face instantly turned gloomy, and an invisible killing aura instantly rose. 

“Who is it? Get out of here.” 
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After Lin Mo chided, his body instantly turned into a long rainbow and swept out. 

The ghostly old man on the spot hadn’t even reacted at first. 

But as Lin Mo flew out, a human figure instantly appeared between the mountains and forests in the 

distance. 

When the ghostly man saw this, his face couldn’t help but look gloomy. 

The sneaky man lurking in the realm of the three districts must not be a good person. 

With this in mind, the ghostly old man also immediately chased after him. 



If he could not leave this man behind today, there might be others who would come to the Third District 

in the future. 

This precedent could not be set. 

He must be left behind with the force of thunder. 

Within the deep forest. 

Lin Mo’s body technique was in full swing, and he instantly blocked the other party’s path like a gaping 

star. 

This man was wearing a heavy robe, even if it wrapped his entire body in it. 

Coupled with the moonlight shroud, it was impossible to see this person’s identity. 

“Your Excellency, this sudden intrusion into our situation in the three districts, this seems a bit 

unjustified to leave without leaving a statement!” 

Before the words left his mouth, Lin Mo’s right hand was already resting on the hilt of his sword. 

He was ready to leave this person behind at any moment. 

However, when he had finished speaking. 

The mysterious man in robes in front of him didn’t reply, he just wanted to stand still as a log, not 

moving at all! 

Lin Mo saw this and frowned slightly. 

This person had this extremely heavy aura of death on his body. 

Could it be that he was someone who practiced evil kung fu? 

With such doubts, Lin Mo was about to open his mouth and try to set the other party’s heel. 

However, just as he was about to speak, the other party suddenly moved. 

Under Lin Mo’s gaze, the man slowly took out a long staff from within his robes. 

This object looked familiar, as if he had seen it somewhere before. 

Only Lin Mo no longer had time to recall, the other party had already launched an attack. 

Along with the long staff tapping the ground, the water lake not far away suddenly tumbled up. 

In the blink of an eye a tornado of water appeared before his eyes. 

Of course, such a move is just a bluff. 

It posed no danger at all to Lin Mo. 

He simply leapt backwards and scampered more than ten feet away, easily avoiding it. 

However, the place where he was just now was in trouble. 



Countless green trees were swept away, leaving the area in shambles. 

Lin Mo skimmed over it before shifting his gaze back to the robes. 

“Your Excellency, if you don’t speak up, I won’t be merciful.” 

This time, the other party remained unmoved. 

It was just that the cold, gloomy death aura around him had thickened a few degrees. 

Lin Mo saw that there was no possibility of extracting information, and did not intend to dwell on it. 

In a few flashes, he was close to the other party’s heels. 

Just as the robe was about to move back to close the distance between them. 

Tai Ah was sheathed! 

In a matter of moments, the surrounding seemed to be frozen. 

Even the air became solid. 

As for the three-foot green blade in Lin Mo’s hand, it was at this moment that a huge sword shadow of 

more than ten feet fiercely coalesced. 

This move was precisely the supreme sword taught by Ding Dao Ren Ren from before. 

And this was also the first time Lin Mo had used it since he had comprehended it. 

As he watched, the sword shadow was about to cut through the incoming robe. 

The man unexpectedly moved in a bizarre manner. 

Such a movement caught Lin Mo a little off guard. 

One had to know that this sword of his was not only tremendous in its killing power. 

More importantly, this move could shock the enemy’s mind, rendering him immobile. 

And after his heart blood was replenished, the power of this move became even stronger by several 

notches. 

But even so, the robe seemed to be unaffected at all. 

What was even more bizarre was that the robe in front of him had no intention of dodging, and rammed 

straight into Tai Ah’s sword blade. 

It was a complete death-defying act. 

Poof! 

No hindrance whatsoever. 

It was as if Tai Ah had pierced through the opponent’s chest as if it had pierced into tofu. 
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This sudden act of sending the other side to their death made even Lin Mo a little puzzled. 

But in the next second, the robe gave the answer. 

Only after he bullied and, he raised the long staff in his hand high. 

The sharp tip stabbed directly towards Lin Mo’s face. 

Lin Mo dared not hesitate in the slightest and immediately drew back his Tai Ah. 

But when he used his hand, a strange scene happened again. 

Tai Ah was directly stuck in his opponent’s flesh. 

At the same time as he withdrew his sword, the robe was pulled along with him to his heels. 

This kind of fight was a complete exchange of lives for lives. 

What was most puzzling was that although the robe’s chest cavity had been penetrated, there was no 

blood on the wound. 

And this kind of injury, which should have been fatal, did not seem to have any effect on him at all. 

It was really a hell of a thing! 

After Lin Mo secretly sighed, he kicked directly at the other party’s chest. 

Only a click could be heard as the robe’s chest ribs were directly kicked to pieces. 

Lin Mo also used this blow to fire his arm once again. 

This time Tai Ah was finally pulled out of the opponent’s body. 

Only, after this process, the sharp head of the long staff still left a shallow blood mark on Lin Mo’s face. 

As for the robe, it was hammered and sent flying a long way away. 

After rolling several times, the remnant body smashed several large trees in a row before it came to a 

standstill. 

The ground was even dragged out in a long trail. 

The force of Lin Mo’s kick was not light. 

But even so. 

The robe still stiffened and crawled up. 

The sound of cackling bones was like that of a zombie. 

Lin Mo’s brow furrowed even more when he saw this. 

It was as if such a person possessed the voice of immortality. 



Could this person be a dead corpse? 

And after his gaze glanced at the bloodstain above the sword blade, purple to black, his pupils could not 

help but shrink. 

If it was the colour of a living person’s blood plasma it could never be like this. 

This point made Lin Mo even more certain of the suspicion in his heart. 

Only when he thought of this, Lin Mo’s heart couldn’t help but feel a few points heavier. 

If that was the case, this robed dead body must have been manipulated by someone. 

The feeling was familiar, as if he had seen it somewhere before. 

Just as Lin Mo was distracted, the robed corpse on the other side of the room had already pounced on 

him. 

Even though the bear’s chest had been completely dented and had a penetrating wound, it still could 

not affect his movement. 

“I don’t believe it you’re really immortal!” 

Lin Mo said to himself before raising his sharp Tai Ah once again. 

Poof! 

It was still the same scene. 

The sword blade once again penetrated the body of the robe. 

Only this time, just as the intestinal robe was about to raise his long staff again, Lin Mo poured sword qi 

directly into his body. 

The biting sword qi instantly rushed towards the robe’s limbs and bones. 

In the blink of an eye, his limbs and tendons were shredded by the coefficient, and the bones of his 

entire body were even directly shattered. 

The robe, who had actually been fierce, instantly drooped in all four limbs. 

The whole man’s was like a pile of mud, sliding helplessly to the ground. 

At this moment, the robe completely lost its ability to move. 

The battle was a long one, but everything was as swift as lightning. 

By the time Lin Mo had completely finished with the robe. 

Xue Lian and the ghostly man also arrived at the scene. 

“Are you alright, Lin Mo?” 

As soon as they met, Xue Lian saw the bloodstains on Lin Mo’s face and asked with a worried face. 



After Lin Mo raised his hand to wipe away the blood stains, he said that he was fine. 

“I was careless for a moment and got caught in the shade, it’s not a problem!” 

Following the direction he pointed, the duo also spotted the robed corpse. 

And when the ghostly man lifted the other man’s cap, he couldn’t help but marvel. 

“Isn’t that the Grand Elder of the Shui Xing Clan?” 

After Lin Mo saw the other party’s real face, he also remembered with a jolt why he thought the long 

staff looked familiar. 

He had met and fought with this old man before …… 
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Long before. 

Marbond and others had raided, when the Lawrence family gun store. 

Lin Mo was worried about the safety of the people and had followed along with them. 

It was also then that he met the old man in front of him. 

Only at that time, as there were other patriarchs around secretly watching. 

The two sides went to the point and after exchanging some blows, they called it quits. 

I never expected to meet again just in such a way. 

“This man is not right!” 

The ghostly old man who was examining the corpse suddenly exclaimed. 

“This old guy’s blood is purple and black, he’s obviously been dead for a long time.” 

He couldn’t help but tighten his own brow as he said that. 

If he had been dead for a long time, why did he still appear here. 

The most bizarre thing was that it was not difficult to see through the traces at the scene. 

This person had also fought with Lin Mo. 

“Mr. Lin, is this the person who was just spying on us in the woods?” 

The ghostly man asked with a surprised look on his face. 

Lin Mo nodded and said back, “Not bad, it was this person!” 

“And you’re right, this person has been dead for no less than ten days based on the colour of his blood.” 

This statement was made. 



The atmosphere at the scene also suddenly turned bizarre. 

A corpse that had been dead for more than ten days was not only able to walk and run, but also fought 

with Lin Mo for a few rounds. 

Was it hard to believe that he had seen a ghost? 

After thinking of this, Xue Lian’s body at the side couldn’t help but tremble slightly. 

While looking around warily, she slowly leaned over to Lin Mo’s side. 

At the same time, her hands tightly clutched Lin Mo’s arms. 

He was scared from the bottom of his heart about these ghosts and monsters. 

Lin Mo naturally sensed her situation and twisted his head to comfort her. 

“You don’t need to be afraid!” 

“Those who do are merely a bunch of corpse-controlling techniques!” 

“It’s not a ghost!” 

Hearing this, Xue Lian’s originally tense emotions then relaxed a little. 

The next second she suddenly thought of something. 

“Corpse control technique? Isn’t this what your Five Tombs Sect is best at?” 

The Five Tombs Sect was not only good at the art of fighting backwards, but also the art of raising 

corpses and controlling them was its unique skill. 

And wasn’t the robed corpse in front of him being manipulated? 

In an instant, the ghostly old man became the number one suspect. 

The ghostly old man looked at Xue Lian’s scrutinizing gaze and his face instantly cried out. 

“I say, auntie, you guys think too much of us!” 

“Although our Five Graves School is able to control corpses, at most, if you want to think of a sectarian 

realm like mine, you can only control half-step sectarians.” 

“And what my White Tomb lineage is good at is backwards fighting.” 

Lin Mo also stepped forward and spoke. 

“This can’t have come from the hand of a ghostly man.” 

“I know his strength, if he was really capable of this, it wouldn’t be so simple for me to take District 

Three!” 

The Ghostly Old Man: …… 

Although cleared of suspicion but he was not happy at all. 



It’s completely and utterly despised! 

Moving mountains and moving stones, controlling corpses and dumping buckets, each has its own role 

in the Five Tombs School. 

And the fighting power of the Pouring Dou lineage is the weakest lineage. 

I, Ghosts, do not know how to control corpses, so I am sorry to you! 

Just when he was full of complaints. 

Lin Mo slowly closed his eyes. 

Since this robed corpse was being manipulated by someone. 

Then the person behind it must not be too far away from here. 

Thinking of this, he directly opened the Six Senses of Heaven technique. 

As expected. 

When Lin Mo opened his eyes again, he suddenly discovered that there were abnormal aura fluctuations 

less than ten thousand metres away from this place. 

“Found you!” 

In the next second, his figure directly disappeared from the spot. 

Seeing this, Xue Lian and the ghostly man, the two of them glanced at each other. 

They then followed suit. 

Only when they arrived, Lin Mo was stepping on a corpse under his feet. 

Looking at its aura, it was only half-step Zong Shi strength. 

Obviously it could not have been the one who manipulated it. 

“Carelessness ……” 

Lin Mo suddenly spoke up. 
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In the face of Lin Mo’s sudden exclamation. 

The two were also somewhat unsure of what to do. 

“What’s wrong?” The ghostly old man asked curiously. 

Lin Mo, on the other hand, shook his head with a gloomy expression. 

“The person behind this curtain is extremely talented, using the corpse of this half-step Patriarch as a 

medium.” 



“Using this to achieve manipulation of that Waterbound Sect’s Grand Elder!” 

This method would greatly reduce, though, the strength of the corpse being manipulated by the other 

party. 

But it was better in a stealthy way. 

Even if the body is more than ten kilometres away, the manipulation of the corpse can still be achieved. 

Of course, this ability is simple to say, but it requires an extremely high level of control of the 

manipulator’s aura. 

Anyone who can achieve this must be a genius in the art of corpse control. 

Hearing this. 

The ghostly old man was indeed all puzzled, and with a small hint of expectation. 

“Is it hard to say that our Five Tomb Sect has produced a supreme genius?” 

Although he had escaped from the sect, his main purpose was to lurk on Death Island. 

Wanting to compete for the Crystal Skull. 

His true heart was still within the clan. 

It was only when he finished that he immediately sensed that the atmosphere of the scene was not 

right. 

Looking up, he only saw that Lin Mo was raising his eyebrows towards while him with a playful 

expression. 

“What? Are you seeing things differently, old man?” 

Er …… 

The ghostly old man also realised that he seemed to have lost his temper a bit and hurriedly explained. 

“How is that possible!” 

“I can’t believe that I have already made a promise, and I think I will do my best for you, Mr. Lin!” 

Having said that, he still had this not-so-subtle expectation in his heart. 

If this person was really from their own clan. 

Then the Five Tombs Sect would not be far from rising to power. 

Lin Mo also seemed to have seen through the petty thoughts in his mind and spoke directly to strike. 

“You just don’t want to eat farts.” 

“If this person really came from your clan, he would have risen to fame long ago.” 

“How is it possible that there hasn’t been any buzz for decades.” 



To be able to control the corpse of a clan master in battle, he himself must also be a clan master. 

Upwards, the Sage Realm could simply wipe out a party with a raised hand, and a scene like Death Island 

was just a child playing house wine to someone of this realm. 

At the lower end of the scale, a half-step Sovereign, that would be impossible, if such a realm could 

control a Sovereign’s corpse. 

This kind of realm barrier is not something that can be broken by relying on realms. 

Even at the realm of Patriarch, if one wanted to control a corpse of the same realm, one had to be a 

genius among geniuses. 

The ghostly old man, this Lin Mo, instantly felt a little delusional even after such a point. 

It wasn’t that he looked down on his own clan. 

It was just that if the Five Tombs had sent such a genius, everyone would have known about it already. 

Thinking about this, he was also too happy too early. 

To avoid embarra*sment, the ghostly old man hurriedly changed the subject. 

“By the way, you just said you were careless in the middle, what was that about.” 

Lin Mo shook helplessly. 

“If I didn’t guess wrong, we’ve been caught in a tiger-transferring ploy!” 

“The person behind this is smart enough to lure us away for the corpse of the Grand Elder of the Shui 

Xing Clan that he stole.” 

Once these words were spoken, Xue Lian and the ghostly old man immediately made to rush back. 

Only before the two of them could move, Lin Mo stopped them. 

“There’s no need to chase after them!” 

“Since this person has led us here, it is already enough for him to take away the corpse.” 

“Even if we rush back now, it will be too late.” 

It was for this reason that Lin Mo did not act again even when he realised that he had been trapped. 

As expected. 

When the three arrived at the scene of the previous engagement. 

Where was the corpse of the Grand Elder of the Shui Xing Clan left here. 

Even the long staff he carried with him had disappeared without a trace. 

Having been put on the spot like this, the ghostly old man was obviously somewhat unconvinced. 

“It seems that the other party, too, isn’t very strong!” 



“Only using such petty and thieving tactics!” 

Lin Mo glanced at him and did not say anything …… 
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Lin Mo did not pay any attention to the ghostly old man who was still cursing and swearing. 

Once again, he opened his six senses of communication. 

The man behind the curtain had obviously slipped away. 

“Any hair down?” Snow Lotus inquired quietly. 

Lin Mo shook his head, there was no one else around except the three of his own party. 

This snooping had come so unexpectedly. 

And so coincidental. 

Not too early, not too late, just at the right time after Lin Mo’s strength had been restored. 

For this, one had to be suspicious. 

“It seems that someone is uneasy and has been monitoring the movements of our three districts!” 

“Old man, you have to pay attention to what you do from now on!” 

The ghostly old man nodded with a serious face, and then he pursued the question. 

“Lin present, is it possible that this is the work of the Five Poison Sect?” 

Lin Mo was a little surprised to hear the object of his suspicion. 

But on second thought, this old devil had been on Death Island for over twenty years, so it made sense 

that he would know this. 

“Not very likely!” 

Lin Mo dismissed the old ghost’s speculation. 

“The Five Poison Sect is good at using poison, so I do think it’s highly likely that their Seven Deadly Sins 

are behind this!” 

As he said this, the figures of the two Nebula sisters could not help but appear in his mind. 

That familiar aura on the robes seemed to have been on these two little girls as well. 

Only at that time, Lin Mo was still healing his wounds and only thought it was an illusion. 

Now, it seemed that this harmless-looking little girl was most likely the genius who had mastered the 

corpse control technique. 

Having speculated to this point, Lin Mo’s thoughts gradually became clearer. 



“Without surprise, Ji Dutuo and the others are preparing to make a move against me.” 

When the ghostly old man heard this, he felt incredulous. 

“Mr. Lin, aren’t you and that Ji Dutuo a good partner?” 

“It is all rumoured in the outside world that they have informed you of everything about the Crystal 

Skull.” 

“Moreover, when you were seriously injured before, he even made a special trip to District Three ……” 

Lin Mo hurriedly raised his hand to interrupt in the face of this chattering suspicion from him. 

“You just don’t guess blindly!” 

“All you need to know is that if I don’t die, he Ji Dutuo won’t be able to sleep!” 

“Everything else is just a smoke screen they’re throwing up.” 

The complex relationship involved, Lin Mo didn’t explain too much. 

Especially when it came to the matter of Hate Free’s talent, Lin Mo had always suppressed it 

intentionally or unintentionally. 

Even for Ma Bangde and Director Qiu and the others, Lin Mo had chosen to conceal them all. 

“Then Feng Wu Huo’s words?” The ghostly old man asked after him again. 

If the relationship was not good, this Feng Wu Huo was also a person from Death Island. 

But Lin Mo was on good terms with him! 

“This person can be ruled out, just pretend that he is not someone who is all the way with Ji Dutuo.” 

Lin Mo didn’t explain too much about this. 

The ghostly old man also knew that within this complex relationship, there must be many things hidden 

that he did not know. 

However, since Lin Mo had chosen to conceal it, he naturally had no choice to delve into it. 

After a brief exchange of words, the three of them had a closer look at the surroundings. 

After confirming that no one else was prying, they too returned to the front line. 

It was already dawn by now. 

The ones who had followed Hu Quan all night were the power lords, who had also been summoned by 

Lin Mo. 

“Where’s Old Ma?” 

Lin Mo skimmed the crowd and immediately spotted the absent Ma Bangde. 

At the same time the crowd looked in unison towards the distance. 



They could only see that Ma Bangde was walking towards this way, step by step, trembling. 

As he got closer, he gritted his teeth and forced himself to be calm. 

“Phew, after working out and sweating, my body is just soothed!” 

One can die of exhaustion, but one can’t lose face. 

Several other power lords joked along. 

“Since you like it so much, why don’t you do a few more laps?” 

Ma Bangde’s face sank, just as he was about to dislike him in return. 

Lin Mo suddenly got up …… 
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“Let’s not get too busy playing around!” 

Seeing Lin Mo speak, all the power lords quieted down and each returned to their seats, looking at Lin 

Mo in unison. 

“If I expect it to be no worse, Lawrence’s side is going to revive the war in the next few days.” 

As soon as these words were spoken, the expressions of the people present also instantly became 

serious. 

The good news was that right now, all the power lords had reached the realm of half-step Patriarch. 

In terms of top battle power, they were already no less than Lawrence. 

The bad news, on the other hand, is that of all the members of their forces in the three districts, there 

are still many who are still out in the healing stage at the moment. 

And Lawrence is now free of civil unrest, having been reorganised by Cousins in an unprecedented way. 

The renewed war is bound to be even more bitter than before. 

Lin Mo also had the same idea, and after looking around, he spoke. 

“Black Rose, you should first talk to everyone about the intelligence you have gathered from the other 

districts during this period of time.” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, all eyes instantly shifted to Black Rose. 

“No wonder I said that during this period of time, I couldn’t see her all the time.” 

“So she’s gone to gather information!” 

“Is it hard to say that Mr. Lin, is planning to bloom in more places?” 

Along with several people’s curious exchange of ears, Black Rose had already fetched a thick document. 



The scene was also instantly quiet at the moment. 

After clearing her throat, Black Rose said with a serious face. 

“After our Black Garden’s investigation, those patriarchs hiding behind the curtain have started to 

extend their hands into the local forces.” 

“Like District 9 has completely become the territory of the Five Poison Sect.” 

“There’s also District 11, District 7 and so on, which are still ostensibly being run by their people.” 

“But in reality, there are people behind the scenes who are manipulating them!” 

There was no need to think about it, the people behind the manipulation must be those hidden 

patriarchs without a doubt. 

Regarding the background of this matter, Lin Mo had already explained it before. 

Although Ji Dutuo had issued a ban on all clan masters from making a move against the local residents. 

However, those patriarchs who were hiding behind the scenes had found another way to start laying out 

the forces of the districts for their own use. 

The scene was quiet for a while afterwards. 

Ma Bangde suddenly got up and said. 

“Mr. Lin, then won’t we not only have to face the Lawrence family in the future.” 

“We also have to prevent the threat of other forces!” 

Lin Mo didn’t intend to be hiding this time, and replied directly. 

“Indeed!” 

“And what I told you before, that treasure trove that makes even the Patriarchs go crazy for, is in our 

three districts.” 

At these words, the scene rose in an uproar. 

In other words, what they were about to face in the three districts going forward would be the other 

twelve districts in the clutch. 

For a moment, the faces of several of the power lords could not help but look embarra*sed for a few 

moments. 

Facing Lawrence they still had the confidence to put up a fight. 

But if they were to face District 12, they instantly lost their confidence. 

It was simply a battle of unequal odds. 

Lin Mo naturally sensed their emotions and said with a raised eyebrow. 

“Why is this fearful?” 



The crowd could only look at each other when they heard this. 

To say that they weren’t afraid would be a complete lie to themselves. 

They would have to press their entire army into service for one district alone, and with the addition of 

another district’s forces, they would surely collapse all over. 

How can they fight! 

“Cao, a bunch of weaklings!” 

After looking around, Ma Bond slapped his big hands together and stood up in a rage. 

“If you guys are weak, get the hell out of District 3.” 

“Teach me the forces you have in your hands, and I’ll lead them to fight.” 

“You don’t even have the consciousness to live towards death, and you still think of following Mr Lin to 

unify Death Island?” 

“You want to eat sh*t?” 

He mocked him so much. 

Anger could not help but appear in the eyes of the crowd. 

Although they were timid at heart, they were not as bad as what Ma Bangde said …… 
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The atmosphere was suddenly agitated by the stimulation of Mabond. 

“Surname Ma, don’t give a sh*t about me.” 

Wang Changxing was the first to rise and angrily rebuke. 

“Who the hell told you I was a wimp.” 

“Back then when Laozi broke the local army of tens of thousands with a thousand, you were still wearing 

open trousers!” 

With him leading the way, the others also began to accuse in anger. 

“Arrogant!” 

“Surnamed Ma De, you’re a hook eight, if it wasn’t for us back then, could your Blade Sect have 

developed so far?” 

“When I was fighting on Death Island, you were still a kid!” 

The conflict between the two sides was getting more and more intense. 

Director Qiu was just about to step forward to mediate, but he was stopped by Lin Mo. 



“Let’s let them make a scene like this first!” 

The voice was soft, so soft that only Director Qiu could hear it. 

Although he did not understand Lin Mo’s intention, he still stopped moving and watched the situation 

closely. 

Ma Bangde smiled disdainfully. 

“Oh, now you’re starting to rehash these old stories, are you?” 

With that he spat a thick spit in front of the crowd. 

“Don’t put that in front of me, I don’t eat that.” 

“I’ll ask you all, do you dare to do it now?” 

“Want to be a softie, I, Ma Bangde, will grant you, leave your power behind and get the hell out of 

District 3.” 

How could the rest of the power lords swallow such a blatant provocation. 

“Old man has been a wimp?” 

“If you snatch it from me, you’re my grandson.” 

“Who are you looking down on? When I was fighting for the kingdom, you were still a fledgling!” 

Originally fearful and worried, with Ma Bangde giving a shout. 

It instantly evolved into a large hate than hate scene. 

Every one of them was like a chicken’s blood, wailing and shouting. 

Now even if the people from the other twelve districts came together to fight, these guys would dare to 

directly carry their swords and harden their steel. 

This is what this Ma Bangde stuff does. 

As the atmosphere on the scene became more and more intense, Lin Mo then rose to speak once again. 

“Alright, let’s all settle down for a while!” 

“Especially you, Old Ma you just calm down for a while!” 

Although there was some targeting, Ma Bangde saw a different look on Lin Mo’s face afterwards. 

Instantly, he understood. 

It seems that Lin Present is approving of what I, Ma Bond, have done. 

He was not wrong about this. 

Lin Mo indeed just wanted this one to make a good mess, as a way to wash away the fear in the hearts 

of the people. 



“The most important thing right now is to prepare for this big battle with Lawrence.” 

“As for the other district threats you don’t need to worry.” 

“There’s no way they’ll all come together and fight!” 

Lin Mo had absolute confidence in this point. 

This group of clerics had been lurking on Death Island for so many years, for the Crystal Skull. 

In this chaotic situation right now, Shui all wished to preserve their strength. 

Sitting on the sidelines with the intention of watching the fire. 

With such a mindset, it is simply fanciful to expect them to work together. 

Thank God they don’t stab each other in the back. 

After Lin Mo had explained the relationship between them, all the power lords were slightly relieved. 

Other things aside, the three districts have never been afraid of a fight. 

Thus, the scene was stimulated by Ma Bangde and comforted by Lin Mo. 

The original fear of fighting was completely resolved. 

Next, Lin Mo began to arrange their respective characters. 

“Old Wang, the position of chief commander is still left in your charge!” 

Regarding Wang Changxing’s combat ability, Lin Mo had seen it all before. 

This battle was handed over to him, and Lin Mo was completely at ease. 

Although the others were red-eyed, they also knew how much they had. 

They did not have much to say. 

Wang Changxing received the arrangement and graciously got up to respond. 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Lin, this time, I will definitely bring everyone to win this battle beautifully ……” 
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After Lin Mo had arranged the general command. 

The front-line combat troops were then handed over to the duo of Director Qiu and Ma Bangde. 

Originally, Lin Mo had intended to let Ma Bangde alone arrange this position at first, considering the lack 

of manpower. 

It was only in consideration of the fact that this fellow was brave and fierce, but too impulsive in nature. 

He needed someone to work with him. 



This is why Director Qiu was also sent there. 

Apart from Black Rose, who was in charge of firearms and intelligence, the others all worked together. 

After Lin Mo had made the arrangements, all the next operations were left to their own planning. 

He himself could not be involved in this kind of battlefield. 

Of course he was a Patriarch though he could not lay hands on the local people of Death Island. 

But it was possible to deal with other clan masters. 

Of course others thought the same way. 

Soldiers against soldiers, generals against generals. 

Lin Mo’s main task was to keep an eye on those other patriarchs who were plotting against him. 

“Go back and make preparations as early as possible!” 

After Lin Mo withdrew his gaze, he let out a faint sigh. 

This battle was going to be another fiery hell on earth. 

After the meeting was over. 

All the lords immediately returned to their respective forces and urgently opened their deployment 

arrangements. 

Lin Mo considered that many people were still in the recovery stage. 

He then asked Zhang Hongyun to bring his junior brothers and sisters to start working overtime to refine 

various pills to nourish their bodies. 

“Don’t worry, Mr. Lin, our current speed of refining pills is several notches faster than before.” 

“It won’t take more than a day to finish!” 

Zhang Hongyun stated with confidence. 

Lin Mo had been so busy with other things all this time that he hadn’t paid any attention to this group of 

physicians who had been sent over. 

Now that he looked at their alchemy techniques, not only had they matured a lot, their speed had even 

improved by leaps and bounds. 

Having suffered, they no longer had the impetuous mindset they had before. 

Their state of mind has become more and more mature. 

Compared to the time when they first arrived in Zone 3, these 3,000 people in front of them are like a 

new generation. 

Zhang Hongyun and the others had naturally realised this long ago. 



For each other’s progress, it was also evident to all. 

That was why they cooperated unconditionally with Lin Mo’s arrangement. 

And so it was. 

The three districts were once again busy. 

At the top, the power lords sat and made arrangements while they waited for their men to start working 

out. 

The intention was to recover as quickly as possible in this some time, and also hopefully to strengthen a 

few points. 

The members of the forces at the lower level were not idle either. 

While following the cultivation, they also began to maintain their various personal weapons. 

They were ready for the great battle to come. 

After two days of sunny weather, the third day resulted in a… 

The sky was suddenly covered with dark clouds. 

The low, oppressive clouds seemed to be weighing down on everyone’s shoulders and were 

extraordinarily heavy. 

It seemed that even the air was otherwise heavy. 

There was a sense that a storm was coming. 

Woo-hoo! 

A dull howl broke the silence. 

In the next second, the ground began to tremble slightly. 

It was not an earthquake. 

It was just the movement of the two million or so guardsmen on Lawrence’s side as they started to push 

forward. 

Think a few dozen kilometres though. 

But the front line of the three districts still felt this vibration. 

At the same time, Mabond and the others were ready for it. 

The nine parties were neatly arrayed in their own squares. 

The black press of heads could not be seen at a glance. 

The quiet atmosphere. 

The air is already thick with the smell of smoke. 



Under the gaze of millions of pairs of eyes, Lin Mo slowly stepped onto the martial arts stage. 

“Greetings, Mr. Lin!” 

As the shouts of the leading nine power lords fell, a fierce wave instantly set off behind them. 

“Greetings, Mr. Lin!” 

The voices were neat and unified. 

The loud shout was deafening and shot up to the clouds. 

The shocking scene made even Lin Mo’s heart pound. 

“Are you ready ……” 

 


